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The development of two-dimensional materials has resulted in a diverse range of novel, high-quality
compounds with increasing complexity. A key requirement for a comprehensive quantitative theory
is the accurate determination of these materials’ band structure parameters. However, this task is
challenging due to the intricate band structures and the indirect nature of experimental probes. In
this work, we introduce a general framework to derive band structure parameters from experimental
data using deep neural networks. We applied our method to the penetration field capacitance
measurement of trilayer graphene, an effective probe of its density of states. First, we demonstrate
that a trained deep network gives accurate predictions for the penetration field capacitance as a
function of tight-binding parameters. Next, we use the fast and accurate predictions from the
trained network to automatically determine tight-binding parameters directly from experimental
data, with extracted parameters being in a good agreement with values in the literature. We
conclude by discussing potential applications of our method to other materials and experimental
techniques beyond penetration field capacitance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic band structure of crystalline solids repre-
sents a simple yet very rich example of emergence. Under
the influence of scattering from the lattice potential, the
electron may acquire a different value of effective mass,
became massless, and acquire additional quantum num-
bers such as pseudospin. In addition, electronic band
structure determines basic properties of materials, pro-
vided interactions are weak enough [1]. Therefore, identi-
fying material parameters that determine the band struc-
ture is of crucial importance. From a theoretical point
of view ab initio methods such as density functional the-
ory have achieved enormous success in this direction [2].
Nevertheless one typically relies on experimental data to
quantitatively extract band structure properties. Exper-
imentally there exist numerous ways to access the elec-
tronic structure, such as angle resolved photoemission
[3] and X-ray absorption spectroscopy [4], de Haas-van
Alphen effect based on magnetic oscillations [5], analyz-
ing reflection and absorption spectra [6], and electronic
transport measurement [7], to name just a few. Despite
such a wealth of measurement techniques, matching ex-
perimental results with theoretical predictions remains a
challenging problem due to the complexity of the band
structure, which translates into a large number of in-
volved parameters.

The recent surge of two-dimensional (2D) materials [8]
brings new aspects to the problem of determining band
structure. First, often the complexity and the number
of parameters in 2D materials is considerably lower com-
pared to their three-dimensional counterparts. Besides,
2D materials feature additional level control such as mod-
ifying charge density by gating, and may have an ex-
tremely high crystal quality. This opens access to high

resolution experimental data, which may potentially be
used for precise determination of band structure param-
eters. A particular example of such data is provided by
so-called penetration field capacitance measurements [9],
that effectively probe the density of states (DOS) of the
material as a function of carrier density and transverse
electric field. Such experimental data has been used to
determine material parameters such as hopping matrix
elements in several 2D systems [10, 11].

Typically, extraction of band structure parameters
based on experimental data relies on an efficient solution
to what we term the forward problem. In the specific
example of penetration field capacitance measurements
sensitive to the DOS, this means simulating the DOS for
specific values of material parameters such as hopping
matrix elements entering tight-binding model of the band
structure. However, the existence of an efficient solution
for this forward problem does not guarantee a fast solu-
tion to the inverse problem—identification of the physi-
cal parameters corresponding to a set of empirical data.
The inverse problem is challenging because (i) solving
for the best-fitting parameters is a high-dimensional op-
timization problem that requires numerous simulations
of the forward problem at each step that can quickly
become very costly numerically; and (ii) experimental
measurements are typically affected by additional factors
not easily accounted for in simulation (e.g. geometric and
parasitic capacitance, disorder), meaning that an exact
match between the data simulated in the forward prob-
lem and that obtained from experiments is not possible.
The typical approach is therefore manual comparison of
an experimental dataset with a large number of simulated
ones, relying on physical intuition of which features are
important. This process is laborious and computation-
ally expensive [12], calling for the development of more
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efficient and systematic approaches.

In this work we present a machine learning based
method that automates the process of comparing numer-
ical simulation and experimental data, so the physical
parameters of the band structure that gave rise to a par-
ticular experimental dataset can be determined with min-
imal human effort. Recently machine learning and arti-
ficial neural network techniques have seen various appli-
cations in the realm of physical sciences [13]. In con-
densed matter physics, artificial neural networks have
been used to represent quantum states [14, 15] and learn
these states from available data [16, 17]. In a different
direction, recently machine learning models were use for
photonic crystals band diagram prediction and gap opti-
misation [18–20]. Despite a large number of more the-
oretical applications, machine learning approaches are
only starting to be employed in analysis of experimental
data. Recent examples include identification of quantum
phase transitions [21] and hidden orders from experimen-
tal images [22]. These few examples highlight the strong
potential of machine learning based approaches on ex-
perimental data, that we further exploit in the present
work.

A conceptual overview of our approach is shown in
Fig. 1. To extract the band structure parameters from
experimental data, we first train a deep neural net-
work (DNN) [23, 24] that solves the forward problem by
replicating the numerical calculation of the DOS (Sec-
tion IIA). To this end we use the simulation of the ex-
perimental data shown in Fig. 1(a). In the particular
example of penetration field capacitance data considered
here, the simulator uses the band structure parameters,
the asymmetry potential between two edges of the system
(physically equivalent to transverse electric field) and the
chemical potential as input parameters. As an output we
get charge density and from that determine the DOS by
differentiating density with respect to chemical poten-
tial. A set of simulated data is used to train the DNN in
Fig. 1(b). Constructed in a way to efficiently replace the
data simulator, the DNN acts as a function that takes the
band structure parameters, the asymmetry potential and
directly charge density as input, and outputs the corre-
sponding DOS. It is constructed by learning from a large
dataset of simulation results, optimising its output to al-
ways match that of the simulator. The resulting DNN
represents a fast and differentiable replacement for the
physical simulation. It can therefore be used to efficiently
solve the inverse problem (Section II B). In particular, the
values of parameters that gave rise to a given dataset are
extracted using gradient-based optimisation in Fig. 1(c),
where we iteratively modify the band structure parame-
ters until the DNN’s output matches the provided DOS
values.

The task of mapping a vector of inputs (e.g. band
structure parameters) to a continuous output (e.g. DOS)
is known as regression in machine learning [24]. A DNN
implements such a mapping as a series of chained ma-
trix multiplications (‘layers’) interleaved with element-

wise non-linear functions (‘activations’). Each layer mul-
tiplies the vector of outputs from the previous by some
weight matrix, to give an updated vector [23]; the final
layer typical yields a single value. The weight matri-
ces are optimized (‘trained’) using first-order optimiza-
tion (e.g. gradient descent), such that the overall map-
ping from inputs to output approximates some func-
tion defined by a training dataset of inputs and desired
outputs. The celebrated universal approximation the-
orem [25] proves that a neural network with just two
layers (but unbounded width) can represent any smooth
function. More recently, it has been shown that this is
also true for a neural network of bounded width (but un-
bounded depth) [26]. In practice, even finite-sized DNNs
have proven very successful in approximating complex
functions in many domains of science. One of our contri-
butions is to show a DNN can also provide an accurate
estimate of DOS given band-structure parameters, field
strength, and chemical potential.

Since our final goal is to determine the band-structure
parameters from experimental measurements of penetra-
tion capacitance, it might seem natural to train the DNN
for exactly this task (the inverse problem), instead of
the forward problem. However, this is not possible in
practice. We have only a single experimental dataset,
for which the parameters are unknown, whereas machine
learning techniques require a large dataset of training ex-
amples (with the true output known) to learn the desired
mapping from. If instead we trained on easy-to-obtain
simulated data, the resulting model would not work on
experimental data since the latter is significantly different
from the former both in terms of the relative magnitude
of features in the data, and the locations of features such
as edges. These differences may arise since the simula-
tor uses a simplified effective model of the material and
does not account for screening at the microscopic level,
disorder, strain, experimental uncertainties, and possibly
other ingredients. In contrast, statistical learning theory
requires that the training and test data be drawn from
the same distributions if a trained model is to work on
the latter [27].

As a specific application, we demonstrate the frame-
work outlined above on Bernal stacked (ABA) tri-
layer graphene. For this material both band structure
parametrization [28, 29] and high quality experimental
measurements are readily available [11], calling for an
accurate extraction of the band structure parameters.
The determination of the band structure was performed
by tour de force manual fitting in an earlier work [11],
thus allowing us to benchmark our approach. First, we
train the DNN and show it gives an efficient and accu-
rate surrogate for numerical calculation of the DOS for
this system, for a wide range of band structure param-
eters (Section III C). Next, we use the DNN for auto-
matically solving the inverse problem of determining the
physical parameters giving rise to certain values of the
penetration capacitance (Section IIID). Finally, we ap-
ply this to experimental data from Ref. [11] by exploit-
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FIG. 1. Our approach to the direct extraction of the band structure parameters uses datasets obtained with a physical
simulator shown in panel (a) to train a DNN in panel (b), thus providing a more efficient solution to the forward problem. The
DNN-based simulator is used for a gradient optimization of the band structure parameters, allowing to extract their values
from experimental data in panel (c).

ing techniques from computer vision, that allow match-
ing important features of the measurements (e.g. Van
Hove singularity peaks and jumps of DOS), while ignor-
ing features that differ between experimental and simu-
lated data (e.g. measurement noise and discreteness of
calculation grid) (Section III E). The resulting values of
parameters agree within error bars with the estimates
from the literature, thus providing a particular bench-
mark for our approach.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the general structure of the DNN for the forward problem
and our minimization approach for inverse problem. Sec-
tion III applies the framework constructed in Section II to
ABA graphene simulation results for the forward and in-
verse problems, eventually utilizing it for extracting band
parameters from experimental results. Finally Section IV
is devoted to discussion of the main results and general-
ization of the model to other systems.

II. METHOD

We assume access to a simulator S (see Fig. 1) that
in the particular example of the penetration field capaci-
tance calculates the charge density n and density of states
ν = ∂n

∂µ given band structure parameters γ, interlayer

asymmetry ∆1, and chemical potential µ. We assume
γ ∈ Γ, where Γ defines a physically-plausible range for
those parameters, and similarly that (∆1, n) ∈ P . The
approach presented here is general, while the specific
physical meaning of these parameters will be discussed
in Section III. Typically the simulator will be slow to
evaluate, making it difficult to use ‘in the loop’ for solv-
ing the inverse problem, of finding the physical parame-
ters γ corresponding to observed data. We shall instead
use S to generate training data represented by tuples
(γ, ∆1, n, ν) for a machine learning regression model—a
deep neural network—Fω, that will be trained to approx-
imate S in Section IIA. We shall then use the result-
ing DNN Fω when solving the inverse problem in Sec-

tion II B.

A. Forward problem

We introduce a function Fω that maps γ, ∆1 and n
to the DOS. We choose Fω to be a deep neural network
(DNN) [23], with weights ω; these weights are free pa-
rameters that determine the function it represents. Our
goal is that Fω matches S as closely as possible for all
relevant values of γ, ∆1 and µ, i.e. if the simulator re-
turns n and ν for given (γ, ∆1, µ) and if (∆1, n) ∈ P
are within the domain of physically realistic parameters,
then DNN approximates well the DOS, Fω(γ,∆1, n) ≈ ν.
The network weights ω would ideally be set to minimise
the absolute difference between the network’s predicted
values and those ν from the simulator, over the entire
parameter space Γ× P :

ω = argminω′
∫

(∆1, n)∈P,γ∈Γ

∣∣Fω′(γ, ∆1, n)−ν
∣∣dγ d∆1dn

In practice we instead minimise the mean error over a
finite training set [24] of points T ⊂ Γ × P at which we
have precomputed n and ν using the simulator S, i.e.

ω = argminω′ 1

|T |
∑

(γ,∆1, n, ν)∈T

∣∣Fω′(γ, ∆1, n)−ν
∣∣. (1)

To solve this optimisation problem, the weights ω are
initialised using the heuristic of Ref. [30], then itera-
tively updated using the first-order stochastic-gradient
optimiser Adam [31] with a minibatch size of 512 and
learning rate (step size) of 10−3. We use a DNN with
five fully-connected layers of 512 units each, with ELU
nonlinearities [32], layer normalisation [33], and residual
connections [34]. For the input layer, we use Fourier fea-
ture embedding with four octaves [35]; for the output
layer, we use a single linear unit, see Appendix A for
details. We select these architectural parameters, and
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determine when to stop training the DNN, based on its
performance on a separate validation set, that is disjoint
from T . We implemented the DNN using the Tensor-
Flow library [36]. Codes for generating data, training,
and evaluating the DNN are publicly available [37].

B. Inverse problem

Suppose we have an experimental dataset that provides
measurements of penetration capacitance Cp(D, n),
which is a quantity that is sensitive to the DOS, as we dis-
cuss below. The measurements are acquired while vary-
ing (D, n) over some finite set Q; here D is the strength
of an externally-applied electric field that affects ∆1. The
inverse problem is to determine the band structure pa-
rameters γ for the system, i.e. to find the setting for γ
for which the simulated results are the closest to the ex-
perimental ones. We use the trained DNN Fω in place of
the simulator S; we therefore seek

γ = argmin
γ′∈Γ

min
α,β

1

|Q|
∑

(D,n)∈Q

d
(
C∗

p (D,n), Cp(D,n)
)

(2)
where d is a metric quantifying the difference between
experimental and predicted values, and we introduced a
function C∗

p (D,n) that relies on the electrostatic model
to convert the DOS approximated by the DNN into the
penetration field capacitance value,

C∗
p (D,n) =

β1

β2 + Fω(γ′, α1D + α3D3, n)
, (3)

with α1,3 and β1,2 being parameters that encode the
screening and electrostatic characteristics of the exper-
imental setup respectively. This function and intuition
behind these additional parameters is described in detail
in Section IIIA.

We solve the minimization problem (2) using the Adam
optimiser [31] [38]. This optimiser makes use of the gra-
dient of the objective with respect to γ; to calculate this,
we use reverse-mode automatic differentiation on the ob-
jective in Eq. (2), similar to the back-propagation pro-
cess used when training the DNN [39], but now with the
weights ω held fixed and gradients instead propagated to
the inputs γ.

III. APPLICATION TO ABA GRAPHENE

In this section we discuss a specific application of
our method—determining the band structure of Bernal
stacked trilayer (“ABA”) graphene. We first describe the
physical system and how it is simulated in Section IIIA.
Then, we discuss the dataset that we generate using this
simulator (Section III B) and use to train the DNN. Fi-
nally, we discuss the performance of the trained DNN

when solving the forward (Section III C) and inverse (Sec-
tion IIID) problems, and how we apply it to experimental
data (Section III E).

A. Physical system and simulation

The band structure of ABA graphene can be decom-
posed through rotation of the basis into monolayer and
bilayer graphene type sectors, which get coupled through
a displacement field applied between the layers. The
Hamiltonian matrix takes the form [29]

Hk =

(
HSLG V
V T HBLG

)
, (4)

where

HSLG =

(
∆2 − γ2

2 v0π
†

v0π −γ5

2 + δ +∆2

)
,

HBLG =




γ2

2 +∆2

√
2v3π −

√
2v4π

† v0π
†

√
2v3π

† −2∆2 v0π −
√
2v4π

−
√
2v4π v0π

† δ − 2∆2

√
2γ1

v0π −
√
2v4π

† √
2γ1

γ5

2 + δ +∆2


 ,

V =

(
∆1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∆1

)
.

Here vi =
√
3aγi/2 and a = 2.46 Å is the lattice constant.

γi and δ are the hopping and on-site potential parameters
of the physical system. π = ξkx + iky is the crystal
imaginary momentum measured with respect K± valley
points labeled by ξ = ±1. ∆1 describes the effect of the
external field and ∆2 charge asymmetry between external
and internal layers.
For producing simulated data we calculate density and

DOS on a grid using eigenvalues of Hamiltonian (4) ϵk
for each value of chemical potential µ

n (µ) = 4 Sk

(2π)2
1
N

∑
k nF (ϵk − µ) , (5)

ν (µ) = 4 Sk

(2π)2
1
N

∑
k n

′
F (ϵk − µ) , (6)

where 4 accounts for spin and valley degeneracy, Sk is the
area of the Brillouin zone sampled in the grid, N is the
number of grid points and nF (x) = 1/

(
ex/T + 1

)
is the

Fermi-Dirac distribution. We use finite temperature T =
0.025meV in the calculation to smoothen singularities of
DOS at Van Hove singularity points, and a hexagonal
grid with a momentum cutoff ka = 0.15 and 7.5 × 105

grid points.
To obtain the dependence of the experimentally mea-

sured penetration field capacitance on the DOS we can
use the following formula [11, 40, 41]:

Cp =
ctcb

ct + cb + e2ν
, (7)

where cb and ct is the geometric capacitance of bottom
and top gate, e is the charge of the electron. However,
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this is a simplified formula which ignores layer polariza-
tion change due to the applied electric field D, and views
the trilayer graphene as a single layer system. Therefore,
to allow a more general relationship, we introduced the
parameters β1 and β2 in (3). Besides linear screening, we
allow for non-linear component, so

∆1 = α1D + α3D
3. (8)

Due to the presence of a parasitic capacitance, we model
the relation between experimentally measured and calcu-
lated charge density by

n′ = n+ (µ− µ (∆1 = 0, n = 0)) /η, (9)

where η is the inverse of parasitic capacitance.
In the figures, simulation results are presented in terms

of inverse of DOS ν−1 in units of eV · Au.c, where
Au.c =

√
3a2/2 is the area of graphene unit cell. Charge

density is always presented in units of cm−2. Band struc-
ture parameters γi and parameters δ, ∆1, ∆2 and µ are
presented in meV.

B. Data generation

Using the simulation S described above, we generate
data to train and evaluate the DNN. In order to define
a suitable grid, we choose the space Γ of valid physical
parameters using physical insights into the meaning of
the tight-binding parameters. Since δ and γ5 introduce
only a simple energy shift on the spectrum for a con-
siderable range of values, we fix them to δ = 35.5meV
and γ5 = 50meV. We also fix γ0 = 3100meV and
γ1 = 380meV; these are intralayer and direct interlayer
hopping matrix elements, which were studied extensively
in graphite, and in monolayer and bilayer graphene. The
remaining tuning parameters that constitute γ are γ2, γ3,
γ4, ∆2 and η. These parameters are allowed to take val-
ues in the ranges shown in Table I. Finally, we define P ,
the region of acceptable parameters ∆1 and n, according
to 0 ≤ ∆1 ≤ 75meV and |n| < 4 × 1012 cm−2, corre-
sponding to the physically achievable range of transverse
electric fields and densities respectively.

TABLE I. Range of physical parameter and grid step used in
the calculations.

Parameter Minimum
(meV)

Maximum
(meV)

Step (meV)

γ0 3100 3100 –
γ1 380 380 –
γ2 −25 −1 3
γ3 −340 −242 7
γ4 100 177 7
γ5 50 50 –
δ 35.5 35.5 –
∆2 0 11 1

To generate datasets for training, validation, and test-
ing of the DNN, we iterate over a grid of γ2, γ3, γ4 and
∆2, with the respective increments for each specified in
the last column of Table I. The increment is chosen so
that for each parameter the grid contains on the order of
10 points. We also add an additional random offset of up
to half the step size to each value, to avoid the DNN over-
fitting on points of the grid. We then partition this set
of parameter vectors into three disjoint subsets: we ran-
domly assign 75% of parameter values to the training set
T , 10% for validation and the remainder for testing [42].
For each value of the structure parameters, we vary ∆1

and µ in the intervals [0, 75] meV and [−115, 115] meV
with steps 2.5meV and 0.025meV respectively. We cal-
culate the corresponding values of n and ν using S as
specified in Eqs. (5)-(6). Since the charge density n for
different values of the parasitic capacitance may be de-
termined straightforwardly from that when it is zero, we
fix the inverse parasitic capacitance η = ∞. This yields
a dataset of tuples of values (γ2, γ3, γ4, ∆2, ∆1, n, ν).
We discard tuples where n /∈ P (which is beyond our
range of interest), or both |n| < 0.01 × 1012 cm−2 and
ν < 0.01eV ·Au.c (i.e. very close to the charge neutrality
point and the gapped region, respectively). During the
training process itself, we sample the value of inverse par-
asitic capacitance, η, from a log-uniform distribution on
the interval [50, 5000] 10−12 meV × cm2, independently
for each element of each minibatch, and transform n ac-
cording to (9). In total our training set contains 1.38×109

points from 14580 settings of the band structure parame-
ters; there are 184× 106 points in the validation set, and
276× 106 in the test set.

C. Forward problem: calculating ν

Using the dataset of simulation results for ABA
graphene described above, we train a DNN following the
protocol in Section IIA, to predict the density of states ν.
To evaluate the accuracy of the trained DNN, we use

it to predict ν for points in the held-out test set, i.e. for
parameters (γ2, γ3, γ4,∆2) /∈ T that were not contained
in the training dataset. Quantitatively, our method
achieves a mean absolute error in ν of 0.00288 eV · Au.c,
corresponding to a mean relative error of 5.95%. We
further analyzed the cause of these errors, by resimulat-
ing a random subset 300 of plots in the test set using a
finer momentum grid with 6.75 × 106 points and cutoff
ka = 0.2. Comparing the DNN’s predictions to these
more accurate simulations, the absolute error reduces to
0.00067 eV · Au.c, corresponding to a mean relative er-
ror of 1.32%. We also measure the relative error of the
lower-resolution simulations forming our dataset, with re-
spect to the 300 higher-resolution plots, and find this is
5.97%. Remarkably, the DNN’s predictions are therefore
slightly more accurate than the lower-resolution simula-
tions used for its training data. We hypothesize that
this is due to the DNN’s inductive bias towards learn-
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FIG. 2. Predictions of the inverse DOS, ν−1, by our DNN, compared with results from a numerical simulator. (a) and (b)
corresponds to the band-structure parameters γ2 = −4.3, γ3 = −342, γ4 = 133.4, ∆2 = −0.4 and γ2 = −15.6, γ3 = −248.8,
γ4 = 104.9, ∆2 = 11.2 respectively. Both of the sets were not present in the training data for the DNN. For each we show: (left)
ν−1 as a function of field strength ∆1 and electron charge density n, as predicted by a simulator; (middle) ν−1 as predicted by
our DNN; ideally this would exactly match the simulator output; (right) the absolute difference between the simulator and DNN
values. We see good correspondence between the DNN’s outputs and the simulator, indicating that it has been successfully
trained to replicate the simulator output, at much lower computational cost.

ing smooth functions discouraging it from learning the
very variable high-frequency artifacts that arise due to
the coarser momentum grid. Therefore, in the following
figures we show simulator results for higher resolution
momentum grid, although DNN training was performed
using lower-resolution data.

Examples of outputs from the DNN, alongside corre-
sponding outputs from the simulator, are shown in Fig-
ure 2. We also visualize the mean absolute difference be-
tween the DNN’s predictions, and those of the simulator.
We see that the DNN produces outputs closely matching
the simulator, most importantly accurately incorporating
features such as discontinuities and (smoothened) singu-
larities that originate from the changes of Fermi surface
topology upon tuning density, n or ∆1. For instance, the
diagonal feature for negative densities in Fig. 2(a) cor-
responds to the disappearance of the hole pocket upon
increasing density, while parabola-shaped blue line in the
negative density region corresponds to the Van Hove sin-
gularity where DOS would show a logarithmic divergence
in absence of cutoffs introduced due to finite temperature
and finite grid size in momentum space. The plots of ab-
solute differences show that the errors are typically very
small in regions of uniform ν−1, and are dominated by
small misalignments of the features that correspond to
DOS discontinuities or singularities.

We also measure the difference in computation time for
the simulator and the DNN. Running with four threads
on a 3.6GHz Intel Core i7-9700K CPU, the simulator
takes 1445 s to evaluate ν for the grid of (∆1, µ) specified
in Section III B and the fine momentum grid. Running
the DNN on the same CPU with four threads takes just
1.1 s. Moreover, it does so with higher-resolution sam-
pling of the range of values of n that are of interest, due
to taking n as an input instead of µ, hence avoiding the

need to discard calculations where n is outside the range
of interest.

D. Inverse problem: determining parameters

We next consider the inverse problem, of finding the
band-structure parameters corresponding to a set of mea-
surements. We first evaluate our method on simulated
data; this allows validating the proposed approach quan-
titatively, by measuring how accurately it recovers the
parameters that were input to the simulator. Specifi-
cally, we select 100 simulator-generated plots at random
from the held-out test set to use as input; each plot shows
how DOS ν varies with ∆1 and n, and we aim to find the
corresponding band-structure parameters.
To find the parameters γ, we follow the procedure de-

scribed in Section II B, using the same DNN as discussed
in Section III C. As the inputs are simulated data, the
DOS itself is directly available, hence we choose the met-
ric d in (2) to be the mean squared difference between
the input and predicted ν.
Table II shows quantitative results from our approach,

calculated over 100 plots from the test set. For each
band-structure parameter, we give the mean and median

TABLE II. Quantitative performance on recovering band-
structure parameters from simulated data.

Parameter Mean absolute
error (meV)

Median abs.
error (meV)

Median rel.
error

γ2 0.12 0.10 0.0156
γ3 1.54 1.30 0.0512
γ4 0.59 0.45 0.0240
∆2 0.04 0.03 0.0135
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γ2 γ3 γ4 ∆2

true −15.58 −314.1 161.1 −0.15
predicted −15.36 −313.3 160.2 −0.16

γ2 γ3 γ4 ∆2

true −18.64 −265.7 114.8 5.30
predicted −18.56 −265.0 115.1 5.28

FIG. 3. Results on inverting simulator outputs, i.e. predicting the band-structure parameters that gave rise to a given plot.
Each panel shows (left) simulated ν−1 as a function of ∆1 and n, for the specified ‘true’ band parameters; (center) simulated
ν−1 for the values of the band parameters inferred by our method; (right) absolute difference between simulations and inferred
data. The tables at the top compare the true and predicted values of parameters.

absolute error, and also the median relative error after
first subtracting the midpoint of the corresponding range
in Table I. We see that both absolute values of error
and also its relative value are small, with the greatest
relative error being 5% for the parameter γ3, and even
smaller for the remaining parameters. Such a confidence
interval in determining tight binding parameters is much
smaller compared to the error bars typically available
in the literature. For instance, Ref. [11] determines γ3
parameter with the precision of 17%. Further discussion
on quantitative performance of the model using parity
plots is provided in Appendix B. Qualitative illustrations
of our results for two particular points in the parameter
space are given in Figure 3. We show the plot provided
as input to our method, and the result of running the
simulator on the predicted parameter values. Here we
show high-resolution momentum grid images for both the
input and the prediction, although the DNN operated on
low-resolution momentum grid images. We see that the
residual error is very small, and is less concentrated in the
vicinity of DOS discontinuities or singularities, compared
to Fig. 2 that benchmarked the forward approach.

E. Application to experimental data

Finally, we apply our method to the high quality ex-
perimental dataset of penetration capacitance measure-
ments for ABA graphene used in Ref. [11]. Note, that
Ref. [11] utilized additional datasets, namely, the den-
sity of states in presence of magnetic field (Landau level
regime) in order to assist in determination of tight bind-
ing parameters and to infer the associated error bars. In
contrast, here we use solely zero magnetic field penetra-
tion field capacitance data. Our goal is to solve a similar

inverse problem to the one in Section IIID, i.e. predicting
the band-structure parameters for this system, but now
given only noisy measurements of Cp.

Using the mean squared difference between predicted
and experimental Cp for the metric d in Eq. (2) yields
poor results in this setting. This is because features in
the simulated and experimental plots (e.g. jumps in DOS)
do not perfectly align for any choice of parameters, and
also because there is a small residual difference in the ab-
solute values of Cp between simulated and experimental
data even when the plots are optimally aligned. These
discrepancies can be at least partially attributed to mul-
tiple physical mechanisms that are not incorporated in
our model. In particular, we take account of the screen-
ing only phenomenologically by using the third order ex-
pansion (8), whereas the use of self-consistent Hartree-
Fock screening would result in a more complex function.
In addition, we ignore potential renormalization of the
band structure parameters by the strong applied electric
fields, that could make all band structure parameters de-
pendent on n and ∆1. Finally, disorder and strain effects
are not incorporated in our model, yet these may lead to
inhomogeneous broadening of the features.

To mitigate this issue, we adopt techniques from com-
puter vision that are used to align dissimilar images;
these are typically employed in tasks such as template
matching [43, 44], medical image registration [45, 46],
and alignment of satellite imagery [47]. Firstly, in order
to match prominent features in the plot such as edges
regardless of the absolute values of Cp, we match the
derivative of Cp with respect to D and n instead of Cp

itself. Secondly, instead of the mean squared error, we
use the negative zero-normalised cross-correlation [44],
which is invariant to changes in mean and standard de-
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FIG. 4. Inferring band-structure parameters from experimental data. The left plot shows experimental Cp measurement as a
function of displacement field D and charge density n; the middle and right plots show the inverse of DOS ν−1 as a function
of ∆1 and n for parameters γ2 = −21, γ3 = −290, γ4 = 141, ∆2 = 3.5 and γ2 = −15.5, γ3 = −312.9, γ4 = 132.3, ∆2 = 3.0
respectively. The middle figure is the best match to the experimental results cited in the literature [11], while the right one is
the prediction of the DNN. The middle and right plots were obtained using simulator with higher resolution of µ (∆µ = 0.002),
hexagonal grid with maximum momentum ka = 0.2, 6.75× 106 grid points, larger range of ∆1 and with a step of 0.5.

viation. We therefore set

d(C∗
p , Cp) = − ∂DC∗

p −m∗
D√〈

(∂DC∗
p −m∗

D)2
〉 ·

∂DCp −mD√
⟨(∂DCp −mD)2⟩

− ∂nC
∗
p −m∗

n√〈
(∂nC∗

p −m∗
n)

2
〉 · ∂nCp −mn√

⟨(∂nCp −mn)2⟩
(10)

in Eq. (2), where ⟨ · ⟩ is the mean over all (D, n), m∗
D =〈

∂DC∗
p

〉
, m∗

n =
〈
∂nC

∗
p

〉
, mD = ⟨∂DCp⟩, mn = ⟨∂nCp⟩,

and the derivatives of the experimental measurements are
approximated using finite differences. Lastly, in order
to mitigate against local minima, we average the objec-
tive (10) over multiple scales, i.e. subsampling the grid
Q by factors 2i for i ∈ {1 . . . 5}, and correspondingly
smoothing and downsampling Cp and C∗

p to form scale-
space pyramids [48].

Solving the resulting minimization problem as de-
scribed in Section II B recovers the following parameters:

γ2 = −15.5meV, γ3 = −312.9meV,

γ4 = 132.3meV, ∆2 = 3.0meV. (11)

These are broadly consistent with the estimates obtained
from manual fitting in Ref. [11]. More precisely, our es-
timates of γ2, γ3 and γ4 lie within the error bars of [11]
(although γ2 is at the upper limit), while ∆2 is slightly
outside (we predict 3.0, compared with their confidence
interval [3.3, 3.7]). Notably, the obtained γ2 is actu-
ally very close to the value obtained for ABC trilayer
graphene [49].

In Figure 4, we visualize the experimental data, and
the output from the simulator when run with the above
parameters at high resolution. The simulated plot shows
a good match to the experimental one, with similar fea-
tures (e.g. discontinuities) appearing at similar locations.
We also show the result using the parameters of Ref. [11],
these are again qualitatively very similar. From visual
inspection the separation between the two Van Hove sin-
gularities in the hole region appears to be wider for pre-
dicted parameters than for the one from Ref. [11]. This
trend is consistent with the experimental results. For all
other features the difference between the two models is
visually indistinguishable. Therefore, the newly obtained
parameters are a better fit to the experiment data.

TABLE III. Quantitative results of sensitivity analysis on
experimental data. For each parameter, we record the values
to which it must be decreased/increased to cause the distance
function d(C∗

p , Cp) to increase by 1%. We specify both ab-
solute and relative values; a large percentage indicates low
sensitivity to that parameter/direction, as a large change is
required to affect the quality of fit.

Parameter Decreasing
Best fit (meV)

Increasing

meV rel.diff. meV rel.diff.

γ2 −17.25 −11.2% −15.51 −14.45 +6.8%
γ3 −343.5 −9.8% −312.9 −296.8 +5.1%
γ4 111.1 −16.1% 132.3 153.2 +15.8%
∆2 2.72 −9.5% 3.00 3.17 +5.5%
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We also measure the sensitivity of the experimental fit
with respect to each of the band structure parameters.
Specifically, we increase and decrease each of the param-
eters γ2, γ3, γ4 and ∆2 separately, until the distance
d(C∗

p , Cp) between predicted and experimental Cp val-
ues increases by more than 1% from the ‘best fit’ value.
This lets us measure quantitatively how large a change in
each parameter is required to cause the same reduction
in the quality of fit. Results from this analysis are given
in Table III. We see that the fit is least sensitive to γ4,
with changes of around 16% in either direction required
to cause a change of 1% in the distance d. Conversely,
increasing γ3 by just 5.8% leads to a 1% change in d; ∆2

and γ2 are similarly sensitive to increases.

IV. DISCUSSION

To summarize, we proposed a deep neural network
based approach to determining band structure param-
eters of two-dimensional materials. Our framework con-
sists of two steps, that rely on the existence of a method
to simulate the experimentally accessible data. In the
first step we train a deep neural network to obtain a more
efficient replacement for the data simulator. In the sec-
ond step, we extract band structure parameters by min-
imizing the difference between the experimental dataset
and the data simulated by the neural network. To illus-
trate the application of our framework, we focused on a
specific material — trilayer graphene — and performed
band structure parameter extraction using the experi-
mental data on the penetration field capacitance that
effectively probes the density of states. Our procedure
resulted in the precise determination of band structure
parameters that are close to those determined manually.

In contrast to manual fitting, the approach proposed in
our work is more automated, thus involving less human
effort. In addition, it is capable of providing more precise
values of band structure parameters, and of estimating
associated error bars. We expect that our framework can
be easily applied with minimal modifications to the pen-
etration field capacitance data in other two dimensional
materials. Moreover, it can be generalized to other ex-
perimental probes, such as penetration field capacitance
in presence of magnetic field, transport, scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy, and other probes that are sensitive to the
band structure details. Application to different experi-
mental quantities requires replacement of the simulator
function in our framework, which would be straightfor-
ward. A more intricate step consists in understanding the
relation between the simulated quantities and experimen-
tal measurements. For instance, in the case of penetra-
tion field capacitance, the matching of experimental data
additionally required incorporating non-trivial screening
of electric field, the presence of parasitic capacitance and
geometric capacitances of the gates. These steps require
physical insight into the details of the experimental mea-
surements.

Finally, a conceptually novel generalization direction
may include incorporating interaction effects into our
framework. For instance, the recent observation of Stoner
transitions in twisted bilayer graphene [50, 51] or chirally
stacked ABC trilayer graphene [49], calls for unambigu-
ous identification of interaction parameters alongside the
band structure details (that may be in turn quite sig-
nificantly renormalized due to interactions). We expect
that such an extension of our framework may be feasible,
provided one is able to construct an efficient simulator of
the density of states that incorporates the interactions.
This would constitute an important step towards an ex-
perimental extraction of the complete Hamiltonian gov-
erning electronic degrees of freedom, thus bringing two
dimensional materials on par with quantum simulators
that use cold atoms or other platforms to synthetically
engineer and verify a desired Hamiltonian.
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Appendix A: Additional model and training details

The architecture of our deep neural network Fω is
shown in Fig. 5. In total, the DNN has 1.35×106 weights
(i.e. trainable parameters). We train the model using
Adam [31] with a fixed learning rate of 10−3, and the
standard momentum parameters β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999
and ϵ = 10−7. The batch size is set to 512. Convergence
is determined according to the loss on the held-out vali-
dation set – we stop training once the validation loss has
failed to decrease for 10 consecutive epochs, and retain
the checkpoint with minimum validation loss. We use a
single Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU for training, operating
at 32-bit precision.

Appendix B: Additional quantitative results on the
inverse problem

To gain further insights on the performance of the
model for the inverse problem, Fig. 6 shows parity plots
of the band structure parameters γ2, γ3, γ4 and ∆2 for
the same test set of 100 plots which was used for obtain-
ing the metrics in Table II. As noted in the discussion of
Table II the largest deviation is observed for parameter
γ3, and Fig. 6 (b) shows that the prediction of the model
is always higher than the true values. This systematic er-
ror hints at a direction for further improving the model
accuracy, and would be an interesting target for future
investigation.
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FIG. 5. Architecture of the deep neural network Fω. The DNN takes band structure parameters (γ2, γ3, γ4, ∆2), inverse
parasitic capacitance η, interlayer asymmetry ∆1 and charge density n as input. It processes them with a Fourier embedding
layer (FE), linear layer with 512 outputs, and ELU nonlinearity, followed by five blocks with residual connections consisting of
linear, ELU, and layer-norm (LN) layers. The resulting features are mapped via a linear projection to the density of states ν.
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FIG. 6. Parity plots of the band structure parameters from
simulated data for the inverse problem using the test set of
100 plots. The analyzed data is the same as in Table II. MAE
(mean absolute error), RMSE (root mean square error) and
R2 metrics are also shown. Equality line (y = x) is shown in
red.
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